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POST GRAMMARS
AS A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
DESCRIPTION TOOL
par Paul

FEÀUTRIER

Communiqué par G. AUSIELLO

Summary. — This paper advocates ihe use of Post grammars for the formai définition of the
syntax and semantk of programming languages. As an example, a small Algol-like language is completefy specified and the consistency of the resulting formai system is proved.

I. INTRODUCTION
Post grammars were introduced as formai mathematical objects by Post
in [13]. The most accessible description of their properties may be found
in Rosenbloom [14]. Post shows in [13] that gênerai Post grammars may be
reduced to a somewhat simpler form : the normal grammars. While this is a
very important theoretical result, it will not be used hère as normal grammars
lack the naturalness of gênerai Post grammars.
The aim of this paper is to show how Post grammars may be used to give
complete formai définitions of programming languages.
Chapter 2 is of an introductory nature ; the définition of Post grammars
is stated for référence in the following chapters. No démonstrations are given
for the results quoted; these may be found in Rosenbloom [14] or in the
author's technical report [4].
As an example of the power of Post grammars, chapter 3 defines the syntax and the semantic of a simple ad hoc programming language. The semantical
part describes both the flow of control among instructions and the (limited)
set of data manipulation statements.
Chapter 4 indicates how to state properties of programs and sketch a proof
of such a property in the case of a simple sorting procedure.
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, place Jussieu, Paris.
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Chapter 5 compares the present approach with some current work and
points to several open problems for future research.
While quite different in aims and underlying concepts, most of the methods
and vocabulary of this paper are borrowed from the work of Curry, notably
the second chapter of [3] and the third chapter of [2].

2.

2.1.

DEFINITION OF POST GRAMMARS

Alphabet, substitution, language

Let A be an arbitrary set. As is well known, A*, the free monoid over A,
is the set of ail finite strings of éléments of A. Concaténation is an associative
binary opération on A* denoted simply by juxtaposition of its operands.
Let xx ... xk be letters of A and a1 ... ak be words of A* ;
The notation :
ax ... ak

S
x

l

•••

x

k

represents the operator of simultaneous substitution of the words at ... ak
for the letters xt ... xk in any word of A*.
A language is a subset of A* ; a grammar is a prescription for the construction of a language.

2.2.

Post productions, Post grammars

Let V be another set ; A and V will be supposed distinct. In the sequel,
éléments of V will always be denoted by small Greek letters and may be called
syntactical variables.
A Post production is represented in the form of an inference figure :

in which the ax and c are words over { ^ u V}. The ai are the premises of n ;
c is its conclusion. It is customary to restrict the syntactical variables in c to
the set of those already present in the a^
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A Post grammar II is a finite set of Post productions. The corresponding
language is defined in the following way :
It is possible for a Post production to have no premises ; the production
is then called an axiom. It is easy to see that the conclusion of an axiom contains no syntactical variables.
LetAWj ... mk, m bek + 1 words on yl The word w is immediatelydeducible
form m1 ... mk according to the rule n if there exists a substitution operator 5
acting only on syntactical variables and such that :
£(#;) = mi
S(c) = m,
A séquence of words
m1 ... mk
is a proof according to Ft if each word mi is immediately deducible from
words occuring earlier in the séquence according to some production of IL
The Post language defined by II is then simply the set of those words
which occur in some proof according to II.
Any proof may be displayed in tree form. A node of the tree is labeled
by a word of the proof and is linked upward to all nodes which were used in
its déduction. The construction of the proof tree may involve the duplication
of a common subproof.
2.3.

Canonical relations

Let r be a word on A u V, Let a 1} ..., ak be the syntactical variables occuring in r. Let £ be a language. £ and r together define a relation on |yl*] k thus :

(this définition is a slight généralisation of the one given by Rosenbloom
in [14].)
Any language £ is identical with its canonical relation { £ h a }. It is interesting to note that for Post languages the converse property is false. (See [4].)

3. FORMAL DEFINITION OF AN ALGOL-LIKE LANGUAGE
As an example of a formai définition by a Post grammar, this chapter
describes an ad hoc programming language which will be called fx Algol. Note
that no claims are made as to the originality or gênerai interest of ji Algol.
n° avril 1975, R-l.
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Outïine

The formai description of the syntax of a programming language using a
formai grammar is quite natural. Let A be the Post language used. A string
a will be a correct programm if the word :
program [oc]

is in A. The définition of the meaning of a is, however, more difficult.
One way is to define (informally) an object computer (generally a very
simple one) and to give rules for Computing the translation of any correct
program into the language of the object computer. This may be done with the
help of a canonical relation
compile [oc, p].
This method or variations thereof has been widely used (see for instance
Nolin [12] or the work of Knuth [8]). The " compile " relation in fact defines
a compiler for the language ; this fact is very interesting from the practical
point of view, but is more of a nuisance when one tries to dérive properties
for life-size languages.
In the above approach, program oc acts on unspecified objects whose définition is buried in the description of the object computer. One may also use
for those objects well choosen strings on the alphabet of A9 by providing
canonical predicates :
{ A Y integer [a] },
{ A Y boolean [oc] } ... as needed.
However, a normal program acts not on an isolated datum, but rather on
a data structure : the language A must provide a predicate
{ A Y structure [ a ] }

with ways and means to build structures from elementary data. The meaning
of a program is then a function from data structures to data structures ; this
may be done by providing a three places relation
apply [a, P, y]
with the interprétation that a is a program and P is a data structure and y
is the resuit of applying a to p. One may say that, while the preceding method
did define a language by its compiler, this one defines it by an interpréter.
As a matter of technical convenience, it is possible to formulate the apply
relation as a réduction rule :
a { P } -> v,
the sign -* being rçad " yields ". Data structures will be irreducible strings
for the -> opération. The theory will also contain data structure expressions
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or constructs. Some of these constructs will be reducible to a data structure
which will be the value of the construct. For this system to be consistent,
one should prove the uniqueness of this value.
Some constructs will have no value, either because the réduction algorithm does not terminate, or because it terminâtes in a construct which is
not a data structure. These constructs will correspond to semantically uncorrect programs or data.
A data structure is, basically, a partial application of a name space into
the elementary data space. However, the data space is, in gênerai, split into
many different subspaces or types. The type associated to a particular name
is given in a déclaration and used when computing the value of expressions.
One may either insert the type information in the data structure, or else furnish the current set of déclarations as a second argument when evaluating
expressions. The second method is simpler as long as the set of valid déclaration
may be inferred in a static way from the program text. However, this is no
longer possible when déclarations are interpreted as data structure constructors. The first method will be preferred in this paper.
To help in the construction of large programs, it is customary to break
the text in many named procedures, and to invoke them simply by stating their
names. It is obvious that such a procedure call cannot be interpreted without
some acces to the text of the procedure body. This leads us to use réduction
rules of the form :
% {7i, a } -> t
where x i s a command (déclaration, statement or procedure call), n is a program, a is a data structure and x is the résultant construct. For ail commands
except procedure calls, n will be a parametric argument, which is simply
transmitted to t.
To transmit data to and from procedures, conventional programming
languages use either parameters or global variables. Furthermore, steps are
taken to insure that names are unrelated inside and outside procedures.
The simplest of the mecanisms for the transmission of parameters is
the one which uses global variables. For the sake of simplicity this will be
the only onê defined in \i Algol. One may note that the system of indirect
data référence of \i Algol allows one to implement a classical parameter system
from inside the language itself.
n° avril 1975, R-l.
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Technical preliminaries

3.21. Reducîbility
The réduction operator will act on constructs of programs, data structures and data operators to form other constructs. These objects will be
described by the canonical predicate construct [ a ] whose définition is given
by rules [ 3 ] - [ 5 ] .
Réduction will be a quasi-ordering among constructs :

a —> y
construct [oc]
[2]
a -> a
If a stepwise réduction of a construct is to be possible, all of the construction
operators (or constructors) should be monotone with respect to réduction.
This will be provided by the following rules.
construct [a]
constructlist [a]
constructlist [a] construct [ P]
[4]
constructlist [a, P]
constructor [x] constructlist [X]
[5]
construct [X { X } ]
a -»- p y -> ö construct [y]
[6]
a, y - P, 6
constructor [x] a -> P
[7]
„

constructor M

a -» p %{a}

To the réduction quasi-ordering is associated an equality which is defined
by the rules :

a = y
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To shorten the following exposition, it will be stipulated that any function
or relation which is constructed with the signs { and } will be monotone and
that an axiom to that effect should be added to the language. For instance, one
should add to the rules in paragraph 3.3 the following axioms :
constructor [length]

constructor [value]

A list of these axioms is given in appendix A.

3.22. Elementary data
To simplify the description of (i Algol, we will use mutually disjoint sets
of elementary data. This implies that it will be possible to deduce the type of a
datum from the datum itself.
The construction of types is a rather straightforward and uninteresting
matter ; to shorten the exposition, only very sketchy indications will be given
hère. For more detailed examples, the reader may consult [ 4 ] ,
A type is defined by a canonical predicate :
integer [oc]
for instance. Operators on elementary data are defined by réductions rules
with conclusions of the form :

where it is understood that œ is a constructor and that the ocf and P need not
all be of the same type.
It will be postulated that elementary data are not reducible to each others
and that the defining rules for an operator satisfy the conditions for a proper
definitional extension (cf. Curry and Feys [3] par. 2E). These conditions
insure the consistency of the construction.
All types are assumed to contain the indefinite datum oo ; a construct
containing oo will be irreducible.
The set of types is defined by the following axioms :
[1] type [integer]
[2]
type [boolean]
[3]

n° avril 1975, R-l.
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3.221.

Integers

Integers are strings on the alphabet 0, 1, 2, ..., 9, optionally preceded by
the négative sign, —. The operators are the four usual arithmetic opérations,
the remainder opération, and the comparison operators, whose results are
of type boolean.
3.222.

Boolean values

The two boolean values are true and false. The operators on these are
the usual boolean connectives, and, or, not, etc.
3.223.

Strings

A string is a word on a given alphabet, (e.g. a~z, 0-9, etc) enclosed between
quote marks : " — ".
Opérations on strings are :
— concaténation, defined by :
rtring["ot"]
<

(j

string["P"]
P f

—*

Otp

— comparison operators, with boolean results ;
— conversion operators, from strings to integers and conversely.
The word of zero length is explicitly included among the strings.
The syntactical predicate diff [a, p] will be asserted if the strings a and P
are note equal.
3.3. Data structures
An identifier is a string striped of its enclosing quotes :
string ["«"]
LJ
identifier [a]
A x vector is a string of data of type x, separated by spaces (u). Similarly,
an oo vector is a string containing only oo signs. Note however that oo is not
a type* To each string is associated its length.
[2]
[3]

T vector [ ]
—
oo vector [ J
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X vector [ a ] x[e]
T vector [ai_ie]

[6] length {}-•()
[7]

x vector [o] x[e]
length {CTLJE } -• + {length { a }, 1 }

The index and set functions enable one to consult and modify a given element in a string.

[8]

[9]

x vector [ô] x vector [oc] x vector [<J>]
length { 8 } -> v length { a } -* X.
index { 8a<|>, v, X } -*> a
x vector [8]

length { 8 } -> v

x vector [<(>]

x vector [a]

length { a } -+ k

x vector [P]

Remark that indexes start at zero and that the replacing vector, p, is not
necessarily of the same length as the replaced one,
3.31.

Data entry

A data entry associâtes a type and a string of values to an identifier. Those
informations may be extracted from the data entry with the help of the tag and
value functions. The result of these functions is indefinite (oo) for all identifiers
differing from the one used to construct the entry.
identifier [v] x vector [a]
LU

LJ

entry [vx(afl
identifier [v] x vector [a]
value { vt(o), " v " } - a

3.32. Data block
A data block is a string of data entries with the restriction that no identifier
is used more than once. There is a natural extension of the tag and value
functions to data blocks. A block may be empty.
[1]

[2]
n° avril 1975, R-l.
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[3]
[4]

identifier [v]
tag[,"v", oo]
block [pvt(©)]

identifier [v] type [ t ]
tag [pvx(co), " v ", T]

x vector [CÛ]

block [Pvp] identifier [v] entry [vp]

tag [P, " tt ", T] diff['V',"v"]
tag [pvp, " *i ", T]
identifier [v] integer [X]
[6]
value {, " v ", X } -> oo
block [Pvp] identifier [v] entry [vp] integer [X]
value { pvp, " v ", X } -> value { vp," v ", X }
block [pvp] identifier [v] entry [vp] integer [X]
diff['V',"v"] identifer fc]
[8]
value { Pvp, " n ", X } -• value { p, " \i ", X }

[5]

m

3.33. Data structure
A data structure is a string of blocks separated by the ^ sign. Each block
is created by a new procedure call and introduces an independant System of
names. The informations returned by the tag and values functions are extracted from the rightmost block in the structure in which the identifier is defined.
This provide a method for transmitting information to and from a procedure.
block [p]
structure [P]
structure [a] block [P]
^J
structure [a # p]
structure [a] block [P] tag [P, v, T] type [T]
U
tag [a # p, v, T]
structure [a] block [p] tag [P, v, oo] tag [a, v, T]
L J
tag [a # P, v, t ]
structure [a] block [p] tag [P, v, T] type [T] integer [X]
L J
value { a # p, v, X } -• value { P, v, X }
structure [a] block [p] tag [P, v, oo] integer [X]
value { a # P, v, X } -• value { a, v, X }

3.4.

Statements

A statement is the name of a function from data structures to data structures. An expression is a common part of many statements and is defined
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separately to avoid répétitions. Statements are divided in déclarations, which
construct data structures and commands, which modify them.
Recalling the discussion at the beginning of paragraph 3, a statement will
be defined by réduction rules of the form :
X { «, a } - T
In all cases except in the procedure call command, the n argument will
simply be a parameter which is carried along in the réduction.
3.41. Expressions
An expression is the name of a function from data structures to elementary data. Expressions occur as components in various statements.
The primary components of expressions are constants and (sometime qualified) identifiers. From those primaries one builds more complicated expressions with the help of operators. A constant stands for itself. An identifier
stands for the value which is associated to it in the data structure. From a
qualified identifier one builds another identifier by concaténation of the value
of the qualifier and the qualified name.
An operator has a priority and a multiplieity (a number of arguments). All
operators will have a multiplieity of 1 or 2. These quantities will be represented
by strings of ' marks in the required number. To each operator will be attached
defining axioms in the form :
\i — v operator [Öp]
where \i is the (' string representing the) multiplieity and v is the priority.
For instance, the description of the boolean complement is :
" - '""" operator [not]
while the equality operator has the description :
" - """ operator [eq]
Appendix B gives a list of defining axioms for the operators of \x Algol.
The canonical class v term [a] where v is a ' string will represent expressions
constructed from primaries and operators of priority no higher than v. When v
is the null string, a will simply be a primary.
n° avril 1975, R-l.
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3.411.

Primaries

There are three kinds of primaries :
— constants
tvne !~T1 TLXJ
TFYI

[1] ^ p c L J

type[x] T[X] structure [g]

— identifiers (possibly indexed and qualified)
LJ

U

_
[AI
r

[7]
[8]

roi
LJ

identifier [v]
ref[v]
ref [p] identifier [v]
ref [p. v]
ref [p] identifier [v] expression [e]
ref[p(e).v]
identifier [v] structure [a]
name { a, v } -> " v "
ref [p] identifier [v] structure [a]
{ a, p . v } - | {index { value { a, name { a, p }}, 0, ! }, " v" }
ref [p] identifier [v] structure [a] expression [s]
name { a, p(s). v } -• | { index { value { a, name { o, p }}, £ { a } , 1}, " v "}
ref

tiï

term[p]

ref [p] structure [a]
p { a } -• index { value { a, name { a, p }}, 0, 1 }
ref [p] expression [e]
[H]
term [p(s)]
ref [p] expression [E] structure [a]
[12]
p(e) { a } -• index { value { a, name { a, p }}, e { a }, 1 }
— expressions enclosed in parenthesis :
expression [e]
L13J
term [(e)]
expression [e] structure [a]
L J
(£){a}-8{a}
3.412. Operators
There are three cases in the définition of higher level terms.
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v term [g]
v'term[a]

A ' — v ' operator acting on a v term gives a v' term :
v term [ot]

' — v ' operator [©]

v' term [©ot]

[2]

v term [oc] ' — v ' operator [©] structure [ a ]
©a { a } -» © { a { a }}

3.4123.
A " — v' operator acting on a v' term and a v term gives another v'
term. N o t e that this définition includes the familiar rule of association from
the left :

[2]

v' term [a]

" — v ' operator [©]
v' term [ot©p]

v term [p]

v' term [a]

" — v ' operator [©] v term [P] structure [<r]
a©p { a } -• © { a { a }, p { a }}

Any term is an expression :

[3]

3.42.

v term [a]
expression [a]

Déclarations

In accordance with dataless programming techniques, déclarations are
hère defined as data structure constructors. The identifier of the new data
entry is the current value of the occuring référence. A déclaration may occur
anywhere in the program text (if the occuring référence and expression are
defined).
type[x] ref[p]
statement [xp]
type [T]

ref [p] expression [s]
statement [xp(e)]

type [T]

program [TT] ref [p]

L J

[3]

[4]
n° avril 1975, R-l.
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Commands

3.431. The empty command
statement [ ]
program [TT] structure [a]
{7i, a } -> a

[2]
3.432. The assignaient command
ref [p]

expression [e]

statement [p : = s]
[21
L J

L

ref [p]

expression [e] expression [X]
statement [p(X) : = e]
ref [p] expression [e] program [rc] structure [CT]
p : = e {7i, a } - p(0) : = £ {7t, a }
structure [9]

structure [co]

name { 9VX(OC)<Ö, p } -* " v "
1 J

tag [q>, " v ", oo] T vector [P]
modify { 0vx(a)co, p, P } -> 0vx(p)o)

In the above rule, one should note that the modified occurence of " v " is
always the rightmost one.

[5]

ref [p] expression [e] expression [À,]
program [TC] structure [a]
: = 8 {7i, a } -> modify { a, p, set { value { a, name { a, p }}, 8 { a }, X {a }, 1 }j

3.433. The conditional statement

L J

expression [p] body [x] body [4>]
statement [if p then x else 4> endif]
program
]

M

ifp
program

'-3-'

w

w

expression [P] body
P { a } -> true
then x else <(> endîf { n, a } -H

M

expression [P] body
P { a } ->false

H

body [•]
7t, C T J

body[«

if p then x else <>| endif { n, a }— 4> { n, a }

The définition of a (procedure) body is postponed until paragraph 3.435.
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The itération statement
expression [P]

body [p]

statement [while p do p endwhile]
program [TC]

[2]

3.435.

body [ p ]

while p do p endwhile { TC, a } —• while p do p endwhile { TC, p { TC, CT }}
program [TC]

[3]

structure [ a ]
P { a } -+ true

structure [ a ]

body [ p ]

p { a } - • false
while p do p endwhile { TC, a } - • a

The procedure body

A procedure body is a string of statements. The sequential exécution
of these statements correspond to the composition of the associated semantical functions.
statement [x]

LJ

body[x]
dy[p] sstatement [X]
body[p]
body
body[X;p]
program [jt] body [p] statement [x] structure [a]

L J

3.436.

X ; P { H < T } » P { H X

{*<*}}

The procedure call statement

In \i Algol, a procedure has no explicit arguments; communication is
achieved only through common identifiers. However, one may reconstruct a
parameter mecanism with the help of qualified identifiers. To allow the redéfinition of identifiers within a procedure body, the input structure is marked
at the moment of the call with the ^ délimiter. When the exécution of the
procedure body is completed, the ^ sign and all information to the right of it
are discarded.
A program is a string of named procedure bodies. No identifier should
occur more than once as a procedure name in a program. This condition is
formalized with the help of the auxiliary predicate notin.
program [ ]

[2]
[3]
n° avril 1975, R-l.
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program [TC] identifier [v] v notin [TC] body [P]
|i notin 7t diff [" \i", " v "]
\x notin [n procedure v begin p end]
identifier [v]

[5] statement [callv]
program [9 procedure v begin P end co]
identifier [v] body [P] structure [a]
P { 0 procedure v begin p end ©, a ^ } -> x ^ p block [p]
call v { 6 procedure v begin P end G>, a } -• x

3.5.

The consistency proof

If the Post grammar A of paragraphs 3.134 really describes a programming language, there should exist an algorithm to find the resuit of applying
a program to a data structure, that is to say for the réduction of constructs of
the form ;
call v {7i, a }.
Furthermore, if the above construct may be reduced to a data structure,
then this structure should be unique. In the following a construct will be
" elementary " if it is an elementary datum or a data structure or a référence.
Elementary constructs clearly are irreducible. The above properties are
guaranteed by the
Theorem 1. If % is a construct with the réduction :
where a is elementary, then a is unique and can be found by an effective
process.
Hère the phrase " % is a construct " will be taken as implying that a proof
in A of the word construct [%] is available.
The rules of A may be classified into four catégories :
— the ancillary rules are those whose conclusion is not a réduction
formula ;
— the special rules are the rules in paragraphs 3.22 to 3.4;
— the rules of monotony are 3.21 [6] and [7] ;
— the rule of transitivity is rule 3.21 [1].
It is easy to convince oneself by inspection of the following facts about A :
— The ancillary rules are self-contained in the sense that none of their
premises are réduction formulae ;
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- the conclusion of all special rules is of the form :
<o{a l 5 a 2 ... a„} -> p
where © is a constructor and the a ; are elementary constructs.
Lemma. If % is a construct of the form
where œ is a constructor and where all the (xt are elementary, then there exists
a finite set of constructs Xi •• Xm(the subordinate constructs of %) such that :
- the %i are uniquely determined by % ;
— no réduction exists for x unless all the subordinate constructs are
reducible to elementary constructs ;
— there is at most one réduction rule applicable to % and this rule and
its result are uniquely determined when the elementary réductions of all x,
are known.
The proof of this lemma proceeds by exhausting all the possible cases and
is left to the reader. As an example, however, let us consider the case in which
© begins by the letter if. o then has a unique représentation in the form :
co = if P then x else (j> endif
The subordinate construct is P {a }. The only rules to be applied for
the réduction of % are 3.433 [2] and [3]. These rules contain the premises
P { a } -> true and P { a } -> false and hence cannot be applied unless P { o }
has an elementary réduction. If P {a } reduce to true, the rule to be used
is 3.433 [2] ; if P { a } reduce to false, the rule to be used is 3.433 [3] ; if P { a }
reduce to any other elementary construct, then x cannot be further reduced.
A normal proof for a réduction formula is a proof which satisfies the
following two conditions :
- if rule 3.21 [7] is applied, then the members of the construction p are
ail elementary ;
— if rule 3.21 [1] is applied, then its second premise, P -> y is not the
conclusion of another application of the same rule.
From any proof of a réduction, it is possible to build a normal proof for the
same réduction. The first stage of the process éliminâtes ail abnormal uses
of rule 3.21 [7] :
constructor [ x ] oe -• P
If some member of P is not elementary, then according to the above discussion, no special rule is applicable to the réduction of x { P }> The proof
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tree must contain another application of 3.21 [7], followed by an application of 3.21 [1] :
constructor [%]

a -> P constructor [%]

P -> y

This may be rearranged thus :
constructor [%]

oc

—

a> { a } -> œ { y }
If some member of y is still not elementary, the process may be continued,
going downward in the proof tree. The process eventually stops, as the proof
tree is finite ; if in the last modified node y is not elementary, then no réduction
rules are applicable to it ; it is either the bottom node or a superfluous part of
the tree and can be eliminated altogether.
The above process may be applied to ail abnormal instances of the
rule 3.21 [7], in a top-down order, until ail of them are eliminated.
Similarly, let us consider an abnormal instance of 3.21 [1],

oc -> ô
One may rewrite it thus :
y -> ô

If P -> y still is the conclusion of an instance of 3.21 [1], then the process
may be iterated going upward in the tree ; the itération must eventually stop
when one reaches a leaf of the proof tree.
The above process is clearly seen to reduce by one the number of abnormal
uses of 3.21 [1], and may be applied in bottom-up order, until ail of them are
eliminated ; the résultant proof tree is then normal. Theorem I then follows
by an induction on the depth of the normal proof tree of % -> a.
In the case of a one step proof, the bottom node is necessarily a réduction
by a special rule, and the unicity of a follows from the lemma.
Let the theorem be true for all proofs with at most n levels, and let v -* a
have a proof with n + 1 levels. The bottom node is an instance of a special
rule or of 3.21 [1].
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In the first case, the subordinate constructs of % have proofs with at most
n levels and hence, by the induction hypothesis, their elementary réductions
are uniquely defined. It then follow from the lemma that the elementary réduction of % is also unique.
In the second case, as the proof is normal, there is a string of constructs
Xo — X„ s u c n t n a t Xo is X> X„is °> Xi~i -^ Xi is a word in A and is not the conclusion of another instance of 3.21 [1].
If one of these partial réductions is the conclusion of a special rule, then
one may show with the help of the lemma that its right hand side is uniquely
determined by its left hand side ; if it is the conclusion of rule 3.21 [7], then,
as the proof is normal, Xi-i is of the form <a { ax ... a p } ; the premises of 3.21 [7]
are elementary réductions of at most n levels and hence are uniquely defined.
This implies that each construct in the chain x, %1 ... xn-i> *s uniquely
defined by the preceding one; as the chain must stop when an elementary
construct is found, this construct is uniquely determined by the first element
of the chain. This complètes the proof of Theorem 1. The set of formulas
X ~* Xi> Xi ~* ••• Xn-i -• <T in the normal proof of % -* a will be called its
principal branch. From the above discussion it is possible to deduce the
Theorem IL If % -• %', then either %' is % or %' is on the principal branch
of the normal proof for %.
To prove theorem II, consider the principal branch of the normal proof
of X ~* X- According to the discussion in the proof of theorem I, the steps
of a principal branch beginning with % are uniquely defined. Hence the principal branch of % -> x' is an initial segment of the principal branch of
From this theorem follows a kind of Church-Rosser property

Theorem III. If % -> a where a is elementary, and if x ~ %\ then x' -• er.
X = x' is the conclusion of one of the three rules 3.21 [9], [10] or [11].
In the first case, theorem III follows by an application of 3.21 [1]. In the
second case, theorem III follows from theorem II. In the last case, theorem III
is proved by an induction on the number of applications of rule 3.21 [11].
From theorem III it follows that equality is an équivalence relation on
the set of constructs with elementary réductions. The quotient set is a model
for ail constructors in A according to rule 3.21 [7] and [8] ; this model is not
trivial as there is no réduction from an elementary construct to another one.
Hence A is consistent.
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4. PROPERTIES OF ALGORITHMS
In the light of the discussion of the preceding paragraph, one may now
see in what sensé the semantic of a program is defined by the grammar A.
The primitive functions of the System are the substitution functions as
defined in paragraph 2.11. For instance, an unary function may be defined by a
word F on A u { a } where a is an arbitrary element of F. To any word a of A*,
this function associâtes the word S£(F). This définition may be extended to
M-ary functions.
The rules of A define a subset of A*y the constructs, and an équivalence
relation on it. Some équivalence classes contain an irreducible construct, and
there is an algorithm for finding this construct if it exists.
Depending on the word F, some substitution functions are monotone with
respect to the équivalence relation between constructs. Such a function may
be considered as defining an application on the équivalence classes, or on
the irréductible constructs which represent them. The semantic of a program
is specified by associating to it one of those monotone substitution functions.
It is natural to use relations between the data and results of a program
to specify properties of this program. In the present framework, a canonical
binary relation may be defined by an extension of A and a word containing two
syntactical variables. Such a relation may be interpreted as a program property
if it is monotone ; in accordance with the conventions set up in paragraph 3.21,
it is then written in the form r { a, P }.
Let A' be an extension of A in which a property r is defined. The procedure/?
of program (T has property r if the fact that
call/? {0\ a } -• x
belongs to A' implies that r { a, x } also belongs to A'. This is tantamount to
saying that the rule :

is a valid production in A\ It is easy to see that the validity of [1] implies
that r is monotone.
It is interesting to study the converse of rule [1] :
[2]

r{g T

' *
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If X is replacée by a structure, then the validity of [2] implies that procedure
p terminâtes. One is then led to the rule :
r { a, T } structure [x]
LJ
call/?{0\a} ->x
Theorem I of paragraph 3 implies that x in the conclusion of rule [3] is
unique. Hence if [3] is valid, r is a functional relation in its second argument.
When [1] and [3] are both valid, one may assert that the procedure p
and the relation r define one and the same monotone function.
When r is not functional, rule [1] may still be used to state weaker properties of/?.
As an exemple, let us consider the extension, -yfcQof A containing the rule :

'M
Q is clearly monotone. Q expresses the fact that the number associated to
" y " is the integer square root of the number associated to " x ". If (T is a program containing a procedure sqrt, then to assert the validity of :
LJ

call sqrt { (T, a } - x
Q{a,x}

is to say that sqrt " extracts the square root of x and affects its value to y ".
However, there is no indication in [5] about the fate of other identifiers in c,
and in fact Q is not functional in x. To obtain the desired result, one must use
the stronger relation R :

[6]

x {o } -> a
le { * { p, p }, a } gt { * { + { p, 1 }, + { p, 1 } }, a }
y: = P { f t , a } -» T

The functionality of R may be derived from elementary arithmetic (P is
unique) and from Theorem I. Hence the correctness of the procedure sqrt is
expressed by the validity of the two rules
LJ

call sqrt {(T, a } -> x
R{ax}
'
R { a, T } structure [x]

L J
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It is possible to extend the method to other types of programs. One may
consider, for instance, the problem of justifying a program which sorts in
ascending order the integers in an array " x ". The foliowing four rules :

M

L^

S[LJOC,I
s[i_ia,Lja]

[10]

ƒ
{ a« ,

p}

s[yua,
l e { P , a } et {a, y ) s[5,
s[ÔLja,

[12]

le{P,a}

j[y, 5Lja]

define a relation s between integer vectors which is asserted if the second
argument is a sorted permutation of the first one. s is clearly functional in
its second argument. Let a be a data structure which contains an entry " x "
and an entry " n " for the length of the initial string to be sorted in x. The resuit
of such a sort is related to a by the relation S defined by the rule :
value { a, " x " } - • a

/I{CT}-*V

index { a, 0, v } -> P
s[P, y ]
modify { a, " x ", set { a, y, 0, v } } -» x

Let us now consider the following very simple sorting program :
ïT = procedure sort
begin integer i ; integer j ; integer s;
if n gt 1 then n : = n — 1 ;

call sort ;
i:

- 0 ;

while / It n and JC(/) Ie x(n) do i : = / + 1 endwhile ;

s : = x(n);j : = n;
whiley gt / do x(j) : = x(j — 1 ) ;j' : = j - 1 ; endwhile ;

x(i) : = s;
n : = n +1
else endif end.
Let As be the Post System defined by the rules of A and rules [9] to [13].
To prove the correctness of ÏT, one must show that
call sort {iT, a } - x
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and
L

J

S { q , t } structure [ T ]
caU sort { 3\ a } -• x

are valid rules in A,s.
In As, the only way to prove a word containing the letter S is by an instance
of rule [13]. Hence a proof of S { a, T } is the combination of one proof of
each of the antécédents of [13] followed by an application of [13]. In such
a proof, let N be the integer to be substituted for the syntactic variable v.
Suppose first that N is 1. From the définition of the index function
(see rule 3.3 [8]) one may conclude that the length of P is one. In this case,
rule [9] shows that y is identical to (3, and hence that a is identical to t. But
from the proof of
«{a}->l
it is possible to deduce a prôof for
n gt 1 { a } -> false.

In this case, then, the body of sort is equivalent to an empty statement;
this fact constitutes a proof of
call sort {(T, o } -> CT
Rule [15] is therefore valid.
Suppose now that the validity of [15] has been proved for an integer N.
Let E be a data structure for which
[16] / ! { £ } -> tf+ 1.
Let 3St be an abbreviation for the body of sort. To compute the result
of an application of sort to E, one must first evaluate 3St {(T, E =£ } (see
rule 3.346 [6]). 3Sl begins by déclarations for i9 j and s. After exécution of
these statements, one obtain :
Z t = S ^ i integer ( LJ oo)j integer (LJ oo) s integer ( LJ oo).
None of these identifiers are identical to n or x, Hence from [16] one may
deduce
n gt 1 { Zi } -> true ;
this implies that the if statement is equivalent to its then part. Let
S 2 = n : = n - 1 { ff, 2^ } ;
it is clear that
n { E2 } - N.
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By hypothesis, there exists a proof of S { Z, T} for a particular T. This
proof contains a subproof of s { B, F } for an integer vector B defined by
index { value { S , " x " } , ö , i V + 1 } -* B
and a particular F. It is easy to see that by omitting the last step in this proof,
one gets a proof of
s { B\ F' }
for a B' defined by :
index { value { S, " x " }, 6>, AT} -> B'
and another well defined vector F'.
The structure Z 3 defined by
modify { S 2 , " x ", set { value { Z 2 , " x " }, F', 0 , N}} -+ E 3

is such that

s {z 2 , s 3 }
and hence, by the recursion hypothesis :
csdlsort { 3\ E2 } -• S 3 .
Let 32 be the remaining instructions in $ x . Let S 4 be defined by :

There will be three distincts case according to whether the last rule in the
proof of s { By F } is [10], [11] or [12]. In the first case, the first while of B 2
will fail on the first pass and the value associated to i will be O. In the second
case, this while fail because for some i x(i) will be greater than x{n). In the
third case, the while will terminate when i reaches the value N. In ail three
cases, the second whüe will insert x(n) in its proper place, the net resuit beeing
that
index { value { Zl9 " x " }, 0, N + 1 } -• F,
while the last statement of 3S2 has restored n to its original value. It is clear
then that Z 4 is built by concatenating T9 the sign ^ and the entries for /, j
and s. As these last éléments are eliminated by an application of 3.486 [6],
the net results is a proof of
call sort {(T, E } -+ T.
Hence [15] is also valid in this case.
The above discussion is not formai enough to really constitute a proof
for the sort procedure. The building of a formai system in which to express
such proofs will be the subject of further research.
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1. This work is intended as a first step in the définition of methods for
proving the correctness of a program. The need for such methods is clear if
one considers the present trend toward faster computers executing more
complicated software.
The basic problem here is the élimination of human programming errors.
As in all such cases, there are two possible approaches. One is to attempt to
streamline the task of the programmer; this approach has lead to the use of
higher and higher level languages. The other way attempts to introducé redundancy in the définition of a program; this may be done by giving an explicit
algorithm and a sufficient set of properties. Any discrepancy between these
two définitions indicates an error. Note that the absence of a discrepancy
is not an absolute proof of correctness : both définition may contain compensating errors; however this event is of low probability; in fact a method to
lower this probability is to use widely different définitions, perhaps constructed
by different peoples.
If the redundancy check is to be any indication of correctness, it must
be as error free as possible. This implies that any method used in proving
properties of programs must be automatic or semi-automatic and hence that
the proof techniques must be completely formai.
This research program clearly has three main parts :
1) to prove anything about a program, one must known its meaning :
hence the semantic of its programming language must be defined in a completely formai way;
2) in the same fashion, one must have a language for stating properties of
programs and a completely formai semantic for it ;
3) the last part is the construction of a deductive System for proving or
disproving properties of programs.
This paper is concerned only with parts (1) and (2) and attempts to show
that Post Systems may be used as underlying formai Systems for this work.
One should note that there exists quite a few types of constructive formai
Systems and that all universal ones (the genera! recursive functions, Markov
algorithms, Turing machines, combinatory arithmetic, Post languages) were
shown to be mutually equivalent. Hence the choice of such a system is necessarily based on pragmatic reasons.
Post grammars seem to be a good compromise between inherent simplicity
and expressive power. In this connexion, one may note that the number of
semantical production in chapter 3 is of the same order of magnitude as the
number of syntactical ones.
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On the other side, Post grammars have no internai constraints on the
construction and manipulation of formai entities ; this is certainly an advantage and allows one to test quite freely any number of logical Systems.
It is clear that the price of this versatility is a decreased efficiency and that
operational Systems of the future will be built on fixed ad hoc formai Systems.
5.2. Current research on program correctness follows three principal
directions :
1) the method of Floyd [5], as developed for instance by Hoare and his
co-workers (See for instance Hoare [6] and specially Hoare and Wirth [7]);
2) the use of the System LCF (Logic for computable Functions). See for
instance Milner [11];
3) operational semantic, as exemplified by the Vienna method (Lucas
and Walk [10]).
The method of Floyd answers in principle to ail three objectives of paragraph 5.1. The basic idea of Floyd was to use the formai variables of a first
order calculus as a représentation of the « variables » of a programming languages (i.e. of names of cells in the computer storage). While this method works
well for individual cells, it is clear (see for instance Burstall [1]) that it cannot
cope in a natural way with any kind of address computation (indexing, indirect addressing, pointers etc.). Attempts to solve this problem in Hoare and
Wirth [7] are not completely formai; the resulting system is no longer a first
order calculus in the strict sensé.
The LCF language is primarily a System for naming gênerai recursive
functions, that is to say functions constructed from primitives by composition,
abstraction, conditional évaluation and resolution of recursion équations.
LCF is built on a system of type closely related to the theory of functionality
of Curry ([3] chapter 11). (In the present case, the interest of this type system
is doubtful; among other problems, it is difficult to correlate the types of LCF
with the ordinary types of a conventional programing languages; in fact,
many useful functions (like value in paragraph 3.32) have no definite type in
this case).
LCF contains also axioms and rules of inference allowing one to prove
the équivalence of two functions. To prove a property of a program, one
must :
— associate a LCF function to it;
— associate a LCF relation to the property to be proved;
— prove the compatibility of these two objects (i.e. if ƒ is the function
and r the relation, prove that the relation { Xx . r(x, f(x))} is equivalent to
the constant relation true).
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The only difficulty in the use of LCF is the translation between concrete
and abstract forms of programs and properties, which must be done outside
of the formai System.
The Vienna method deals only with the first part of the program outlined
in paragraph 5.1. The method used is similar to the present one : the meaning
of a program is defined by an interpréter acting on abstracts représentation
of the program and its data. As in the case of LCF, one needs an ad hoc translator to build the abstract représentation of a concrete program. The system
used to describe this interpréter is not completely formai. However, it seems
probable that such a fonnalization could be easily carried out in LCF or any
like medium. A différence with the present approach is that the meaning of a
program is not defined by its ultimate resuit, but by a state change function;
the result, if it exists, is the first fixed point of this function.
There is no indication that an attempt was made to extend the Vienna
Method to prove properties of programs. One many remarks in this connexion
that the choice of the state change function as the main semantical tooi would
lead to the use of invariance properties.

5.3.

Directions for future research

In the present context, the next step towards the program outlined in 5.1
is the building of a formai deductive system for program properties. One may
either look for a gênerai solution (to prove the validity of a rule in an arbitrary
Post system) or capitalize on the special properties of grammar A. One may
note that while the detailed structure of A is quite arbitrary, any system able
to describe algorithms must have some kind of definiteness property as expressed by Theorems I to III.
If such a formai system is built, its proofs will very probably be very long
and tedious ; any practical use will depend on the availability of mechanical
aids. Hère again one may consider gênerai tools (theorem provers in an
arbitrary Post system) or special purpose theorem provers.
Lastly, one may ask if its is possible to build in a more or less automatic
way an algorithm having a given set of properties ; this is a very difficult problem if one exclude trivial exhaustive methods. It is however known that
theoretical solution exists for particular cases (see for instance Waldinger
and Lee [15]).
I would like to thank J. Arsac for many stimulating discussions and
specially L. Nolin for sowing the germ of an idea which led to the consistency
proof of paragraph 3.5.
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APPENDIX A
Some additional syntactical rules.

constructor [length]
[2]

[3]
[4]

constructor [value]
référence [p]
construct [p]
constructor [name]
program [TE]

[5]

construct [rc]
expression [e]

[6]

constructor [e]

[7]

body M
constructor [p]

[8]

structure [ a ]
construct [CT]

P]

type [T] T[%]
construct [%]

[10]

\x — v operator [co]
constructor [co]
constructor [index]

[12]

——
constructor [set]
constructor [modify]
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APPENDIX B
Operators.
" - ' operator [ * ]
" - ' operator [/]
" - ' operator [%]

(remainder)

' — " operator [ — ]
" — " operator [ — ]
" - " operator [ + ]
^-zr
' - '" operator [J,]

(integer to décimal string conversion)

^rrr (string concaténation)
" - "" operator [|]
-

r-= (décimal string to integer conversion)
operator [ Î ]

" — """ operator [gt]
" — """ operator [ge]
- """ operator [eq]
" - """ operator [ne]
" _ '»'» operator [Ie]
" _ »»» operator [It]
' - '""" operator [not]
' — """" operator [and]
' - ""/"" operator [or]
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